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Meet Amiyah
Amiyah attends Southeast High School. She
plans to attend a four year university in a pre-
dentistry program. She aspires to become a
dentist.

Amiyah's Sangamon CEO business is called
Snoopy's Closet. The business is an online
petite puppy clothing and accessories store.

She wishes more people knew how unique
Sangamon CEO is. She says, "I wish people
knew that this program is not just about sitting
and being lectured. Nabih and the guest
speakers really love to hear what us students
have to say. A lot of our class work is hands-on
and there is a lot of talking among classmates
as well. I've gotten to make new friends and
connections."

Amiyah's favorite part about Sangamon CEO is
the site visits to businesses in Springfield. She
says, "My favorite part of CEO would have to
be the site visits because CEOs around the city
of Springfield take time out of their day to give
us advice and offer their services to be a
mentor to us. We also get to see how
businesses run behind the scenes."

Amiyah has been able to work on many skills

through the CEO program. She says, "Some

skills that I have been able to pick up are being

more open to sharing my ideas with classmates

and asking questions. I have also learned how

to make connections with many different

people who come."

We are looking forward to seeing all the

amazing things Amiyah does the rest of the

CEO school year and in her future endeavors.
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The Weekly
Minutes

Toastmasters Week!

Speakers & Places

Thank you to our speakers and host sites this week!

Student Spotlight

   

CEO vs. Sharks News

Coming in April 2022!

Stay Tuned!

Introducing & Engaging with our students personal businesses!

CEO vs. Sharks Over the Years

Instagram Corner

BUNN Site Visit

Internships & Jobs Corner

Account Executive 
Lamar

If you are hiring for jobs and internships, we would love to share them with our
alumni and network!

Please email grace@sangamonceo.com.

Sangamon CEO is off for break next week! 
See you in a few weeks!
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